
ET55-3-C

SW55-2-1L-FSC

SW55-C-FS

ETBA-B

a Wide range to meet all your needs

safety funnels

 



SHC45-FSP-B

SWBA-FSC

SW60-FSC

ET55-C-3L

safety funnels
a Wide range to meet all your needs
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SW55-FSC*

SW55-FSB

It is installed on a can or a barrel of residual solvent. It is practical and you can equip it 
with an activated charcoal cartridge if the storage is in a non-ventilated room.   
The activated charcoal cartridge prevents the creation of an overpressure in the can if it is 
exposed to heat.

funnel With hinged lid for residuAl solvents

SW60-FSC

SWB-FSC

SW55-FSC

SW90-FSC

SWBA-FSC

Description

Smart Waste Caps funnel with hinged lid for can S60

Smart Waste Caps funnel with hinged lid for space-saving can S50

Smart Waste Caps funnel with hinged lid for can S55

Smart Waste Caps funnel with hinged lid for can S90

Smart Waste Caps funnel with hinged lid for metallic barrel

SW55-FSB

SW60-FSB

SW90-FSB

SWB-FSB

SWBA-FSB

Reference with-
out cartridge

*Activated charcoal cartridge sold separately (see page 24)

Reference with 
cartridge*

safety funnels



SW55-2-1L-FSC*

This funnel has a double interest: the direct discharge through the funnel of all your waste, 
but also the collection of effluent from your HPLC systems with the integration of inlet fittings 
and / or threaded barbed fittings on the funnel.

safety funnels

Reference

SW60-2-1L-FSC

SW60-2-3L-FSC

SW60-2-2L-FSC

SWBA-2-1L-FSC

SWBA-2-3L-FSC

SWBA-2-2L-FSC

SW55-2-1L-FSC

SW55-2-3L-FSC

SW55-2-2L-FSC

SW90-2-1L-FSC

SW90-2-3L-FSC

SW90-2-2L-FSC

SWB-2-1L-FSC

SWB-2-3L-FSC

SWB-2-2L-FSC

Create your own reference !

Type of 
thread

Funnel with hinged lid with 1 
activated charcoal cartridge

2 threaded 
barbed fittings

(6 to 9 mm)

SW55 - 2 - 2L - FSC

Thread

S60

S60

S60

Metallic barrel

Metallic barrel

Metallic barrel

S55

S55

S55

S90

S90

S90

Space-saving can

Space-saving can

Space-saving can

Description

Funnel with hinged lid with 1 
activated charcoal cartridge, 
2 inlets 1/8” (3.2mm) and 1 
threaded barbed fitting (6 to 

9mm)

Funnel with hinged lid with 1 
activated charcoal cartridge, 
2 inlets 1/8” (3,2mm) and 3 

threaded barbed fittings (6 to 
9mm)

Funnel with hinged lid with 1 
activated charcoal cartridge, 
2 inlets 1/8” (3.2mm) and 2 

threaded barbed fittings (6 to 
9mm)

2 inlets

funnel With hinged lid for residuAl solventsfunnel With hinged lid for residuAl solvents

For any special configuration 
(exemple : 2 entries of different 
diameters), contact us directly !
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*Activated charcoal cartridge sold 
separately (see page 24)



It secures the storage of your residual solvents, equipped with an activated charcoal 
cartridge for filtration of unobstructed vapors. It is possible to add entries and / or threaded 
barbed fittings by creating your own reference (see below).

Note : Standard references are not equipped with additional inlets. For another configuration, 
follow the explanation above and create your own reference!

funnel With stopcock

safety funnels

Reference

SW60-C-FS

SW55-C-FS

For cans

S60/61

S51/55

Create your own reference !

Type of thread

Activated charcoal cartridge

Funnel with 
stopcock

2 entries 1/8” 

2 threaded 
barbed fittings 
(6 to 9 mm)

SW55 - 2 - C - 2L - FS

SW55-C-FS
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ET55-C-B

ET55-B

Ventillation with 
anti splash system

Cap supplied with 
the adapter of your 

choice Safety lance with holes

The ball floats on the 
surface of the liquid and 
immediately closes the 
opening when the funnel 
is empty

Funnel with ball valve with activated charcoal cartridge
Sieve stainless 
steel or PE-HD 

(option, see 
page 57)

funnel With BAll vAlve With high spill cApAcity

safety funnel

Funnel with ball valve allowing to quickly pour used solvents, for plastic can from 5 to 50L.

ET60-B

ETB-B

ET55-B

ET90-B

ETBA-B

Description

Funnel with ball valve for can S60

Funnel with ball valve for space-saving can S50

Funnel with ball valve for can S55

Funnel with ball valve for can S90

Funnel with ball valve for metallic barrel

ET55-C-B

ET60-C-B

ET90-C-B

ETB-C-B

ETBA-C-B

Reference with 
cartridge *

Reference without 
cartridge

Funnel with ball valve without activated charcoal cartridge

* Activated charcoal cartridge are to be ordered separately



ET55-3-C

ET55-3-C-1L

Ventillation with 
anti splash system

Cap supplied with 
the adapter of your 

choice Safety lance with holes

The ball floats on the 
surface of the liquid and 
immediately closes the 
opening when the funnel 
is empty

Funnels with ball valve with
activated charcoal cartridge

Sieve stainless 
steel or PE-HD

funnel With BAll vAlve With smArt WAste cAp function

safety funnel

Funnel with ball valve for 5 to 20L can and metallic barrel, with or without external solvent 
inlet. It can be equipped with the same functions as a conventional Smart Waste Cap 
(threaded barbed fittings, activated charcoal cartridge, inlets) to directly receive the effluent 
from your HPLC chains without passing through the funnel.

ET60-2-C-1L

ETB83-2-C-1L

ET55-2-C-1L

ET90-2-C-1L

S60

NALGENE® B83

S55

S90

Funnel with ball valve with an adapter for the activated 
charcoal cartridge, 2 fittings 1/8” and 1 threaded barbed 

fitting (6 to 9 mm)

Description Thread Reference

For any other configuration, contact us directly!
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TAM-LUX TAM-PE

Reference

ETBA-1L

ETBA-B

ETBA-2L

Description

Funnel with ball valve for metallic or plastic barrel + 1 threaded barbed fitting (6 to 9 mm)

Funnel with ball valve for metallic or plastic barrel

Funnel with ball valve for metallic or plastic barrel + 2 threaded barbed fittings (6 to 9 mm)

funnel With BAll vAlve With high spill cApAcity And 
cArtridge of ActivAted chArcoAl for metAllic BArrel

safety funnel

Reference

TAM-PE *

TAM-LUX *

Description

Sieve in polyhethylene (HD-PE)

Sieve in stainless steel

* Add the option reference at the end of the funnel reference.

Activated charcoal cartridge of 250 gr for a metallic barrel of 50 L
Thread*: 2” for the large bung and 3/4”for the small bung

FC-250

Activated charcoal cartridge of 500 gr for a metallic barrel of 200 L
Thread*: 2” for the large bung and 3/4”for the small bung

FC-500

* For other types of thread on your barrel, please contact us directly.
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Sieve included Grounding cable in option

safety funnel

Reference

ET60-B-EL

ET60-C-EL

ETB83-B-EL

ETB83-C-EL

ET55-B-EL

ET55-C-EL

ET90-B-EL

ET90-C-EL

Thread

S60

S60

NALGENE® B83

NALGENE® B83

S55

S55

S90

S90

Description

Electro conductive funnel with ball valve 
equipped with a stainless steel sieve

Electro conductive funnel with ball valve equipped with a 
stainless steel sieve and an adapter for an activated char-

coal cartridge

electro conductive funnel

Ref : TER

electro conductive cAns
Volume (Liter) Thread Reference 

10 S60 / DIN 61 B10-61-EL

20 S60 / DIN 61 B20-61-EL

30 S60 / DIN 61 B30-61-EL

ET55-C-EL


